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Capgemini Selected by Munich Re as Global Provider of Business Intelligence
Services
Munich Re signs five-year contract for the transformation of the overall global reporting landscape
Paris, Berlin, 23 July 2015 – Capgemini, one of the world's foremost providers of consulting, technology
and outsourcing services, today announced it has been selected to undertake the maintenance and
further development of the existing Global Data Warehouse for Munich Re, a leading insurance group,
as part of a five-year services contract. Capgemini’s global Insights & Data practice will provide support
in the design and implementation of a global reporting landscape, replacing the existing IT architecture
with a new one based on the SAP HANA® platform and SAP® Data Services software.
Capgemini will take care of the ongoing support of Munich Re’s existing global reporting system, including
underwriting, finance and a number of other departments such as re-insurance accounting. This will then be
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converted from SAP® BW towards an architecture running SAP Data Services software and SAP HANA.
Capgemini’s BI-Service-Center in India will implement a proven global delivery model, based on agile
methodology, to provide globally integrated services to Munich Re. The delivery model for business intelligence
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services utilizing Rightshore intends to optimize costs and provide Munich Re with the scalability and flexibility
of services worldwide; a key deciding factor. The transition of these projects over to Capgemini is planned to be
carried out within six months.
“We were looking for a global IT partner that offers flexible offshore service models, globally harmonized
delivery capabilities, as well as evidence of best practices,” said Dr. Rainer Janßen, CIO of Munich Re.
“Capgemini will support Munich Re throughout the transformation of its corporate reporting landscape and the
globalization of its IT services through state-of-the-art technologies including SAP Data Services and SAP
HANA.”
“This is a strategically important project for us,” said Reinald Bednara, Vice President of Insurance at
Capgemini. “Munich Re asked us to deliver first-class business-intelligence services by using our BI-ServiceCenter for maintenance, enhancement and renewal of the existing reporting applications.”
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SAP Business Information Warehouse (SAP BW) is the name of the Business Intelligence, analytical, reporting and Data Warehousing
(DWH) solution which is one of the major enterprise software applications produced by SAP AG.
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About Capgemini
With more than 145,000 people in over 40 countries, Capgemini is one of the world's foremost providers of
consulting, technology and outsourcing services. The Group reported 2014 global revenues of EUR 10.573
billion. Together with its clients, Capgemini creates and delivers business and technology solutions that fit their
needs and drive the results they want. A deeply multicultural organization, Capgemini has developed its own
TM
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way of working, the Collaborative Business Experience , and draws on Rightshore , its worldwide delivery
model.
Learn more about us at www.capgemini.com.
®

Rightshore is a trademark belonging to Capgemini

SAP, SAP HANA and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are
trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP SE (or an SAP affiliate company) in Germany and other countries.
See http://www.sap.com/corporate-en/legal/copyright/index.epx for additional trademark information and
notices.
All other product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies.
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